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We prove that, if /‘(i) is an entire function and If’(z)i <(A, + A2 Izl”) 
exp[& 1 h?’ - cx + dy], then there arc numbers C,. Cz > 0. depending only 
on n, A,, AZ, a, h, c, and d such that If’(z)1 <(C, +Cz 1.1” I) 
exp(ax’ + hyL + cx + dy). ‘i” 19R9 Acadrmx Pms, Inc. 
A classical theorem of S. Bernstein affirms that iff(z) is an entire function 
of exponential type a and If(x)1 < M for every real x, then If“(x)1 GUM 
(cf. Cl]). It is of interest to try to find similar inequalities for entire 
functions of order larger than one. Let 2 =x i- iy; x, y real. The purpose of 
this paper is to prove the following: 
THEOREM. Let f(z) be an entire function, n 2 0 an integer, and A,, A,, 
a, h, c, and d real numbers with A,, A2 3 0 and A, + A, > 0. ij‘ !J’(z)~ 6 
(A I + A, 1~1”) explax*+ b.y* + cx + dy] then there are numbers C,, C, >, 0, 
depending only on n, A,, A*, a, h, c, and d, such that If’(z)1 G 
(C, + c’, Izl,r ’ ’ ) exp(a.u* + hy* + cx + dy). 
COROI.I.ARY. Let Ilf‘(z)ll* = SUP{ (A, + A, /z(“--’ exp( -ax2 - by* - 
cx - dy) If(z) jh M ere the supremum is taken over the set of all complex 
numbers. If IIf(z)ll* < 1, then there are constants D, and D2 depending only 
on n, A,, Az, a, 6, c, and d, such that ll(D, +D, IzI)-‘f’(z)ll*< 1. 
The idea of the proof is to first find a bound for the Fourier transform 
f(z) off(z). Setting q(z) = z!(z) we then find a bound for d(z). The proof 
is completed by noticing that j”(z) = - iq( -z). To make the proof of the 
theorem easier to follow we shall first prove two lemmas, of some inde- 
pendent interest. 
LFMMA 1. [‘et f (z) he an entire function, n 20 an integer, and A, a, h, 
c, and d real numbers with A, u, b > 0. Zf If(z)i -C A 121” exp( -a.~* + hyZ + 
cx t dy), then f(z) is an entire function and 
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If(z)1 <Af[(n+ 1)/2](2n) -l:‘M~&$$+ Iln 
x exp 
[ 
x2 (y-c)’ dx 
-G+ 4a +b’ 1 
where M=a-‘j* if‘aa 1, and M=a -(“+‘)i2 ifa< 1. 
Proof: That p(z) is an entire function follows by an application of the 
theorems of Morera and Fubini as in, e.g., [3, p. 1311. We now use a 
refinement of an argument used by Gel’fand and Silov in [2, p. 2391 (see 
also [4]). By definition, f(z) = (277) ‘!* lH cxp(izu)f(u) du. Integrating 
along the recta&c with vertices at (k&O) and (+& u), applying Cauchy’s 
theorem, and making 6 + + co, we conclude that 
f(z) = (2x) Ii2 JR exp[iz(u + ic)]f(u + ic) du. 
Thus 
If?(z)l d Am) ‘/2 exp( -xc + bu* + dc) 
x 
J 
Iu + iuJ” exp( - UY - au2 + cu) du 
ii 
=,4(2x)- “*exp[ -xz;+bo2+du+ (y-c)*/4a]q(z), 
where 
q(z)= JR lu+iulnexp(-a[u+(y-c)/2a]*) du 
< i C(n,k) Iiu-(y-c)/2al” k Ik(L’h where 
k-0 
Ikb)=JR lu+b--c)/Wk exp{ -a[u + (y- c)/2a]‘) du 
= J x 1.~1~ exp( -as’) ds 
=f[(k+ 1)/2]a-++ “~2<f[(n+ 1)/2]M. 
(1) 
Thus, y(z) d T[(n + 1)/2] A4 C;=o C(n, k) Jiu - (y - c)/2aI”m.k = 
f[(n+ 1)/2]MIiu-(y-c)/2a+ 11”. Setting u = x/2h, the conclusion 
readily follows from (1). Q.E.D. 
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LEMMA 2. Under the hypotheses qf Lemma 1 there are constants C, and 
Cl, dependent only on n, A,, A,, a, h, c, and d, such that 
ProoJ From Lemma 1 we readily infer that there are constants B, and 
B2, dependent only on n, A, a, h, c, and d, such that 
If(z)] <(B, + B, lzl”)exp(-~~‘+/Iy~+;~x+6y), 
where x = li4h, /I = 114~1, 7 = dJ2h, and 6 = - c/2a. 
Let q(z) = d(z). Then 
Applying Lemma 1 again, we readily conclude that there are constants C, 
and Cz, dependent only on n, A, a, h, c, and d, such that 
14(z)\ -c (C, + C, Izln+' )exp(-x,x*+B,~*+~,x+6,~), 
where r, = 1/4/I = a, /I, = 1/4r = h, ?;,=6/2/?= -c, and 6, = -7,‘2r= -0. 
Hence, iG(z)l d (C, + CZ 1~1”’ ’ ) exp( -ax* + b.v* - cx - dy). Since J’(z) = 
- ig( -z), the conclusion readily follows. Q.E.D. 
Proqf of Theorem. Let s be an arbitrary positive real number (say 
E = 1~11 + IhI + l), and g(z) = exp[ -(a + e)z’] f‘(z). Then Is(z)\ 6 
(A, + A2 JzI “) exp( -ax* + (u + h + c) y2 + cx + dy). and therefore Lemma 2 
readily implies that there are constants B, and RI such that 
lg’(zN d (B, + B, lzl” + ‘1 
x exp( -&x2 + (a + h + 8) y2 + cx + (1~). 
Since f(z) = exp[(u + c)z’] g(z), it is clear that f”(z) = [2(a + E)zg(z) + 
g’(z)] exp[ (a + E) 2’1. Thus, If’(z)1 d [2(a + E) /zI (A, + A, izl”) f 
(B, + B, Izln+’ )] exp(ax* + hy* + cx + dy), and the conclusion follows. 
QED. 
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